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Some impressive statistics...by the numbers:

- 100 K-Clubs
- 11 years
- 5 sponsors
- 91 unique panelists
- 6016 collective attendees
- 1 publication
- 2 styles of bling
- And today only, 2 K-Club water bottle winners
Survey Drawing
K-Club Special: CTSA TL1 (T32-like): Clinical and Translational Research Training

- Innovative didactic and mentored research training to individuals interested in careers that encompass clinical and/or translational research
- Predoctoral and postdoctoral trainees (medical and PhD students, resident and fellow physicians, PhD postdocs, and residents)
- Award includes stipend, travel, and tuition for the Master of Science in Clinical Research (MSCR) degree or Certificate Program in Translational Research (CPTR)
- Deadlines
  - Predoctoral: February 15, 2021
  - Postdoctoral: March 15, 2021

http://georgiactsa.org/training/tl1/index.html
K-Club Special: CTSA KL2 Clinical & Translational Research Career Development Program

• To support and enhance career development for junior clinical faculty (MD, PhD, MD/PhD, or PharmD) committed to a career in clinical and/or translational research.

• Award includes salary support, a technical budget and tuition for the Master of Science in Clinical Research (MSCR) degree or Certificate Program in Translational Research (CPTR)

• Deadline: March 1, 2021

http://georgiactsa.org/training/kl2/index.html
Today’s Presentation
INTRODUCTION TO HANOVER GRANTS

Sponsored Programs Solutions
AREAS OF SUPPORT

GRANTSEEKING CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
- Developing organizational capacity to pursue and win grant funding, through training, strategic assessment, and benchmarking.

FUNDING RESEARCH
- Identifying and evaluating grant opportunities aligned to member projects, while enabling longer-term planning through funded project research and forecasting.

PRE-PROPOSAL SUPPORT
- Assessing and developing competitive project concepts, helping members to navigate funder requirements and build relationships prior to completing submissions.

PROPOSAL SUPPORT
- Supporting member-led grant proposal projects by providing review and revision services designed to ensure the strongest possible proposals are submitted.

PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT
- Leading programmatic grant proposals, in close coordination with member teams, crafting narrative drafts over a defined timeline towards a polished submission.
Through a series of newsletters, the Hanover Grants team tracks funding opportunities in line with strategic interests of our members:

**GRANT ALERTS**

*WEEKLY*

Every Monday, learn about the previous week’s grant solicitations of interest from federal agencies and select private foundations. Alerts are broken up into research and programmatic grant opportunities: Higher Education Programmatic, Higher Education Research, Health Programmatic, and Health Research.

**GRANT PROJECTIONS**

*MONTHLY*

Each month, Hanover looks three months ahead at major grant competitions, providing details on program background, key deadlines, and timelines for engaging Hanover for varying levels of assistance. Projections available: Higher Education, Health, and K-12.

**GRANTS CALENDARS**

*MONTHLY*

Hanover produces a specialized calendar each month, tracking grant opportunities across the coming year of interest to different types of institutions and to faculty in different areas of focus. These calendars include: Minority-Serving Institution Grants, Arts & Humanities, STEM Program Grants, STEM Research Grants, Health Research Grants, Early Career Faculty Grants.